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Title word cross-reference

#1 [Ano89a]. #2 [Ano89b]. #6 [Ano89c].  
{ [Hoe94, Hoe94]. 5 × 7 [MBG77]. Ω  
[Har96, HP98].

1 [Mal95]. 1-2-3 [Ano91a]. 1.3— [Ber96b].  
100-font [BN94]. 1000C [Sta87]. 106  
[FN85a, FN85b]. 11#4 [Mit92]. 11th  
[DC93]. 1993 [SK93]. 1995 [AOM95]. 1st  
[Ano93a].

2 [Orr94, Tur00a, Tur03]. 2-D [Orr94]. 2.1.7  
[The03]. 24-Wire [BM87]. 2nd [Ano94a].

3 [Orr94]. 3D [Orr94]. 300-dpi [Mac91a].  
3800 [BS84, FLS78]. 3D [Emm95, SFO88].

5.25in [Bec91b].  
6670 [Int82].  
7th [JN93].

8-bit [Har92]. 855 [Pet86]. '86 [CVP86].  
8700/9700 [Xer82a, Xer82b]. 8th [BDV95].

'93 [SK93]. '95  
[Ano95a, AOM95, BDV95, Ano95a]. 9541  
[SBSG89].

a2ac— [Ols95]. abacus [MVM99b].  
abedefg [Ada89]. ABF [Pos89a]. Abjad  
[MVM99a]. accented [Zla91]. Access  
[PRB87]. Accessing [Ano86b]. accounting  
[Ano94s]. accuracy [AIDG95]. ACM


Base [Ao90]. Based [CJ83, Due93b, Dur93b, HHGH98, HZ93, HH01, Moh98, NN89, Nel85, SFO88, Sch00, SR98, VK93, Van93a, Kok94, MPZ95, PMZS97, Sch98a, Sha03, Ten90, TC92, Van93b]. Basic [Gho84, MS89, Her95]. Batch [Ano98].


Bibliographic [AKWC82]. Bidirectional [BBG85]. Binary [CV92, PS84, Pos89a]. bit [Har92]. Bitmap [Cas93, Alt86a, Alt86b, Par90, PB03, VCA87].


Broken [KW93]. browsers [Phe93, Phe94]. Brush [ZST84]. Brush-Written [ZST84].

Brushless [JSG78]. Buch [Bar80, Fau78, Fau80, Fau86a, Fau86b, Fau00].

Buchstaben [Poh15]. budget [LS91].


Built [Wil06a, Gun85]. Built-in [Wil06a, Gun85]. bulletin [Xer80]. bundle [Van93a, Van93b]. Bureau [Ano95a].

Business [TBLJ90, Rei92]. buyer [DW90].

Buying [Ano91b]. Byblos [Ano96b]. Byrne [Ano94u].

C [Jap78, Ste14, Ste18, Ano88a, Cha88, Jae91].

CA [Bar80]. CA [USE89]. Cache [KM89].

Caching [FK85, FK82]. calculated [Dea85].

California [Uni00, VP94b]. Callifonts [Bar95]. Calligraphic [Moh98, IWM94, Par93b]. calligraphicum [Pan16]. Calligraphy [Her67, Cus11, MVM09a, Pan16].

Cambridge [USE87, AKWC82]. Can [Ano91c, Ano91e, Bar95]. Canada [ICC88].

Capabilities [DM92, Mey94]. capturing [SR02].

Cards [Cus11]. Carl [Ano95a].

Carter [Lan94]. Cartography [Her69, Her95]. Cartridge [Ano86h, Eg90, Hew89]. Cary [Car10].

Case [Per88]. Casting [HH86]. Catalog [Ano94d, Anoxx, Hew88, Hyp90, Pou95].

Catalogs [Ano95a]. catalogue [Sic85, SA86]. cause [Mid95]. CCIGS [CY92]. CD [Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano94b, Hav93].

CD-ROM [Hav93]. CDs [Ano94d]. Cedar [Tei85].

Centaur [Mac35]. Centennial [Gei15]. Center [Ben93a, Rie89, AKWC82].
century [Mum89]. 

changed [Dam16]. Changes [BM87, Mey94, Knu89]. Changing [Ano86b]. Channel [Ano93o]. Character [Ano86e, BG73, CKM86, CK83, Che94, CBE74, DH83, Due93b, Due94, Dur93b, Gon98, Her87, HD88a, HW92, Jap78, KM87, KM83, LB86, McC91, MRS83, Mei80, Mei81a, Mei81b, MS84, NSA90, Rei66, SP87, Som90, Ste87, TX92, Tri69, UKKS84, UM85, WW82, Wol86, Wol87, Ada91, All94, Ano96c, AIDG95, Bow68, ELS94, HHG97, HD88b, Woo93, IO93, Knu87, Lam80, LK95, Lin95, LCO94, LNMS94, SZ95, UBR90].

characteristic [Gold99]. characteristics [BL94]. Characterize [RN83]. Characters [Ano85b, Ano85d, CCH88, Chu84, Ell89, GWW84, HDK68, KP88a, KB86, KP88b, LZ86, MBG77, NF87, OOS9, TL92b, Ume82, ZST84, AV94, Ano96a, Cr78b, Cr08a, Dea85, Fau78, Fau80, Fau85, Fau86a, Fau86b, Fau90, Hsu95, PM93, Pw90, RNR94, TC92, War80, Fan04a, Fan04b]. charting [Pat92]. chat [MVM90a]. Chel [Ano86f]. ChemText [Mol89a, Mol89b].

chess [Lar95, Tes90, Tut92]. chi [Jon95].

Chinese [HG84, ICC88, TL92a, Won93, Ano94e, Ano96a, Ano96c, BS96, CCL88, Cha83, CY92, CCH88, CM94, CC83, DL91, Ell89, GWW84, HG83, HZ93, HW92, IBC87, IWM94, Lam80, LZ86, Lin95, MPZ95, Mei80, Mei81a, Mei81b, MS90c, PMZS97, PM93, SZ94, TC92, Ume82, UM85, WH95, Y99, ZST84].


Coherent [HHG97]. Collection [Ano93a, Ado87, Ano93d, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano94i, Car10, Fon92, WT06a]. Color [Ano93a, Dan92, RRW93, Sel91]. Colorado [Sou98]. colorgraphics [Ch84]. Columbus [JN93]. Column [Ano85c]. cones [Van93a, Van93b]. Command [Ano86i, Mid95]. commands [Mid95]. Comments [TBLJ90, Mit92]. Committee [Doh81]. Common [Dan92, Dea85, MCL92, Orr94].


companion [Fon92, Kna95]. Comparative [VK93, Bau88]. Comparison [SV73, MRT89]. Comparisons [Dea92b, MBB77, LCO94]. compass [Dea85]. compatibility [Egl90, NW83].

compendium [CSS93, K+O2, KGR03, KGR07]. Complete [Sol83, Cen88, Lom91, Lou91].

completeness [Kna96]. Complex [Cor00, CS87]. Complexity [Ros91].

Components [HH01, WH95]. composite [Ado89]. compositing [Emm95]. Composition [SCH92, Sch00, Ken86, Lam80, LK95, PMZS97]. composition [Bec91b]. Compressing [Ros91].

Compression [Ano86c, BH83, CY92, ICM82, WOS85b, SO94, Wan80, Won85a]. Compression/Decompression [Ano86c].

Computation [RN83, NC89]. Computational [All91, Par93a].
Computations [INT91]. Computer
[AKWC82, Ano98, AOM95, Car84, Cat83, DMK69, Gai85, Gos86, Hew85, Her72, Her81, ICC88, CVP86, Knu96b, LwS84, McC91, MNSJ99, Ost98, Rie89, Sau86, Sau87, Sch98b, SK93, TBLJ90, USE87, USE89, Wag85, YWL89, ZST84, Ano97b, Bie90, Sea93, TL92a, Ueh90, WH76, Ber96a, SK93]. Computer-Aided [Car84, LS84, Sch98b]. Computer-Generated [Ost98]. Computer-Generated [Has95]. Computerized [Chu84, ST85a, ST85b]. Computers [Her67, Knu89]. computing [Ano94e, Ano97b, Hol87, Rie89]. Con [Bec91b]. Concept [Kmu81, TKM995, Kmu82]. Condensed [MHC98, Cen88]. Cone [Lan94]. Conference [AOM95, BDV95, Dés86, Fur90, ICC88, IEE88, CVP86, IEE92, Luc85, Rie89, SK93, Uni00, Ano93a, Ano94e, Ano94a, Ano94q, TL92a, AGS93a, AGS93b].
density [Lam80]. Dental [McC91]. Depressed [Wal05]. Derivation [WW82]. Description [Due93a, Due93b, Due94, Dur93b, Flo94, Kar94b, Dur93a, Kar94a, Kom91, Ste14, Ste18]. descriptions [CDV95, Rul87]. Design [Ano87d, Ber02, Big85, Car84, Chu84, Cyr88, DL91, Due93b, Due94, Dur93b, Eng87, GM83a, HP98, Kad11, KM89, Koh89, LS84, May86, Mei80, Mei81a, Mei81b, Moh98, Moy95, NKK89, NNGP89, PR88, Sch98b, SR98, TX92, Tri69, Wag85, Wit88, Ada86, Pos89c, Bar86, Ben93a, BH93, Bow68, Cha83, Cus11, Gar84, Gho84, LR95, Par93a, Par93b, Rul87, Sch98a, Son90, Sou05, Tur00a, Wil04, ZL87].

Designer [Web15b, WT06a, Wil06b, WT06b]. Designers [Wil04]. Designing [Con98, Ear02, Sou86, WH95, WT06b]. Desk [Yuz89]. Desktop [Ano94f, Hol87, RM87]. determination [DeC83]. developed [Ano96c]. developers [Bro94]. Developing [Man93].


Digital [AH89, AGS93a, AGS93b, CFW82, Col86, Con98, DM89, Gar84, Kar91, Kar92, Kar94a, Lan1, MA91, Wad84, Ada86, Ano96c, CPG95, CS91, GCS88, K+02, KGR06, KGR07, Knu87, KMU94, Pat94, SR97, Sha03, Tay85, Tho90, Wu88]. Digitate [Kar92]. Digitalisation [Tam89].


Documentary [Hus07]. Documentation [DB93, Dés86, Luc85, Mid95]. Documents [Cam91, KM89, TCLM82, AC94, Ano93b, Les95, Tay91]. doing [And89a]. Domain [Phe93, Phe94]. Domain-specific [Phe93, Phe94]. donated [DM92]. don't [Ano92b]. Dot [BM87, DI84, MB77, DeC83, Ken86, Niz90, UB95, Wil80].

Dot-Matrix [DI84, Ken86, UB95, Wil80]. Dots [Ram87]. down [War84]. download [Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano88d]. downloadable [Pos89d, Bee83]. downsample [AC94].

DP [Cat83]. dpi [Mac91b, Mac91a]. Dr. [TBLJ90]. Draft [BDN83, Flo94, Kit84]. Draft-To-Text [BDN83]. Draw [Ros89].

Feature-Based [SR98], Feature-Rich [TL92b]. Features [HD88a, Emm95, HD88b, Van93a, Ste14, Ste18, Van93b]. February [Rie89, VP94b]. Fédérale [AH89].

feedforward [MRT89], Fellowship [Ano94d]. fichiers [TL91]. Fickle [Bee81].

Fiddler [Ano94s]. fiddling [Sey94]. Fifth [USE89]. File [Ano91h, TL91, WDL87, Pos92a, Ano84b, Ano86a, Ano91f, Ano92], EgI91, Phe93, Phe94, Rok85]. file-tree [Ano91f].

Filenames [Mit92, Ber90]. Files [LB90, LL94, Pos89a, Pos89b, Pos90, Pos92a, Pos92b]. fill [SZ95]. Film [Hus07, Ano94t]. Filter [Ano98]. Filtering [NF87]. Finally [Kay96, Ano91b]. Find [Ano91e, SG02]. finds [Van93a].


flue [Fonxx]. Flying [LM91, Emm95].

Focused [Yi92]. Font [AYO91, AM838, Ada89, AS89, Adi90, Adi94, Ado87, Pos91a, Adoxx, AM86, Ano95b, Ano85a, Ano85b, Ano85d, Ano86a, Ano86c, Ano86d, Ano86e, Ano86h, Ano86i, Ano87d, Ano89a, Ano89b, Ano89c, Ano90b, Ano90d, Ano90e, Ano91b, Ano91c, Ano92c, Ano92d, Ano92e, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano93m, Ano93a, Ano93p, Ano93t, Fontxx, Ast72, Ben93a, DBN83, BG99, Big85, BG73, Bu78, BH83, Bro95, Bro98, CKM86, CK86, Cha88, CCH88, CM94, Chi84, Chn84, CP91a, CB74, CFG92, DB93, Dea92b, Dea93a, Dea93b, DM29, Doh81, DL91, Due93a, Due93b, Due94, Dun92, Dur93b, EM84, Eng87, Fen94, Flo94, Ano93b, Fou88, Fou91, FK85, FN85a, FN85b, Gei15, Glr90, GL84, GMP92a, HP98, Her89, Hoc94, Hof83, HD88a, HD88b, HZ93, HWY92, JSG78, Jun94, KPB87a]. Font [Kar89, Kar94b, Kar94c, KM89, KMM*94, KB86, KPB87b, KH94, KH96, Kit84, Knu81, Knu88a, KM87, Kur93, LB86, LO90, Lee94, LS84, LZ86, LH91, Mac78, MBG77, MC84, McC91, M092, MB93, MRS83, Mey94, War84, MN77, MS84, NN99, NNGP99, O089, P884, Pan87, P92a, PZL94, RSSW89, RS81, RG93, Re166, Re93b, RB16, RRR93, Ros91, SV73, SZC94, Sla94, Sim88, Sla99, SPS7, SBSG89, St98, Ste92, SSST83, Sym81, Tex86, TKE83, TKMM95, TX92, Tim87, Tim88, TCM82, Tr94, Tr96, TL92b, TA82, UKK884, Ume82, UM85, V939, Wad84, WDL87, Wan90, Way92a, Way92b, Way92c, WT92, WB95, Wil80, WH86, Wit88, Wol86, Wol87, Won85a, Won85b, Y192, ZL87, ZI95, dGH89, Ada96, Ada91, Pos89a, Pos89b, Ada89, Pos90, Pos90a].

Font [Ado90b, Pos91b, Pos92a, Pos92b, Ado92, A090, Alt85, Alt86a, Alt86b, Ano89a, AB91, AH92, Gll69, Ano85a, Ano91c, Ano91e, Ano91f, Ano91g, Ano91h, Ano92a, Ano92b, Ano92e, Ano92f, Ano92g, Ano92j, Ano93b, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano93i, Ano93m, Ano93a, Ano93p, Ano93t, Fontxx, Ast72, Ben93a, DBN83, BG99, Big85, BG73, Bu78, BH83, Bro95, Bee83, Bee82, Ben93b, Ber96b, Bie90, BH93, Bit91, BL94, Bov68, BSS92, Bus92a, Bus92b, Cen88, Cha83, Cyr88, DeC83, Dea92a, Dea92c, Dib90, Dür93a, EEN90, Em95, Fen89, Fen91, Fen96, Gar84, Gho84, GL83, GC88, GMP90, GMP92b, Hew88, Hew92, HFW96, HN64, Her79, HH86, Hug88, Hyp90, Int82, Int83]. Font [Woo87, Jef93a, Jef93b, Jef94, KMNO89, KNT91, Knu84, KKM*93, Kay96, Ken86, KL89, Kla93, Kna86, KMU94, Kok94, Kop93, Lan40, Lar98, cYL88, LNN95, LNN00, LK95, Lin95, LCO94, Lor86, Lou91, Min83, MP94, MPZ95, Mac35, MG95, May86, McC87, Mic92b, Mic92a, Mid95, Mil81, MS89, MS90b, MS90a, Mod93, MRT89, MS91, NKMO89, NNMS89, NW83, Orr94, Pad92, PMZ97, Par93a, Pat94, Pet86, PWH90, Phe93, Phe94, RNR94, Rei92, Ris88, Rok85, Rus87, RM87, San92, SR02, Sea93,
[WDL87]. Generated [Ost98]. Generating [DH83, Hob93, HWY92, Sch92a, BS96, HFW+96, HK87]. Generation [AYO91, Ada89, And90, CC83, Her87, HBBG95, Kit84, KM83, MB93, OO89, PS84, ST85a, ST85b, SZC94, TKMM95, UKKS84, Van93a, KKL89, Kir05, Kok94, LH91, MP94, MP295, Ris88, SZ95, Vin93b, Win90, Zla91].

Generator [SSST83, May86, Mod93].

Generic [Ano84b, Ano85a]. Genius [Gei15].

Geometric [FB85, PMZS97].

German [Ano88e, Fau78, Fau80, Fau85, Fau86a, Fau86b, Fau00, Fau04a, Fau04b, KW93].

Geschichte [KW93]. Gestaltungsbuch [Rud88].

Get [Ano88e, Gre91, Kay96, DW90].

Getting [Ano90a, Cra90].

Ghost [Ano85d].

Giambattista [Les15]. Give [Kur93].

gives [Egl90].

Glance [Ano90b].

Glassner [Gla04].

Global [Uni00, KH94]. Glyph [Hud00, Tur00b, MCP91]. Glyphs [Wil06a].

Go [TBP16]. goes [Ano94t].

Goodbye [Kir05]. Gothic [Ano93l].

Goudy [Ben93a].

grace [Mac91a].

Grammars [RN83].

Grand [Ash90, Knu90a, Knu90b].

Graphic [Car10, Con98, GM83a, Jap78, Wil91, WH76].

Graphical [HKD68, Sta98].

Graphics [Ano93j, Ano95b, DL91, DMK69, Gos86, HM78, McC91, MNS99, Neln85, RSS81, USE87, USE89, Ike95, Mid95, RNR94, Ros89, SK93, Wil89].

Graphite [Cor00].

graver [Pan16].

Gray [AYO91, War80, Ano94a].

Gray-Scale [AYO91].

Grayscale [HBBG95, MHC98, Cro78b].

Great [Cam91, MC93, Ros89].

Great-Looking [Cam91].

Greek [Lev98, MW92].

grey [Cro78a].

Greyvalue [HD88a, HD88b].

Grid [Her87].

Gridfitting [And90].

gridfont [GSKM92]. Group [Ara95]. GS [Sim88].

Guida [Bec91a].

Guide [Des99, Ra93, Ado91a, Ado91b, DW90, GMP90, LNN95, LNN00, Mic92b, NW83, Tex86, WT06b, Xer79, Xer82a, Xer82b].

Guided [RRW93].

Gutenberg [Kir05].

guter [SG03].

GVIP [Ike95].

GX [An94d, An94t].

Hacker [Ra93].

Hackers [Kad11].

Hacking [Sha94].

Hague [IEE92].

Halftone [Mod93].

halftones [Knu87, Sow91].

Hallmark [Cus11].

Hand [Egl90].

Handbook [GMP92a, GMP90, GMP92b, RM87].

Handbuch [Poh15].

Handler [RG93].

Handling [Ano86h, KM87, Mar87, Ols95].

handwriting [DM95].

Handwritten [LC98, LZ86].

handy [Tob93].

Hangul [Chu84, Kim90].

HanZon [Ano90a].

Hardcopy [DS88].

hardware [Orr94].

hassle [Ano93b].

Having [Sha94].

HBF [PZL94].

HCI [AM95].

HDTV [DC93, Mod93].

HDTV'92 [DC93].

Headliners [Ano94d].

Hebrew [Str93a, Tam89].

Height [Ano85c].

held [MA91].

hello [Kir05].

Helvetica [Har96, Hus07].

Hermann [Kar92, Cus11, Hol15, Kar92, Kel11, Pan16, Web15b, Web15a].

Hershey [DH83, Gos86, WH76].

Herzog [An95a].

Hewlett [An93n].

hidden [CWB93, HYH89, HYH91].

Hierarchical [Sch98b].

hieroglyphs [Hug88].

High [AYO91, AIDG95, BHW83, DiV84, KMNO89, KKM+94, LS91, ST85a, ST85b, UKKS84, Ano96a, Ike95, KKM+93, Lam80, MP94, ZL87].

high-density [Lam80].

High-end [LS91].

high-performance [Ike95].

High-Quality [DiV84, ST85a, ST85b, UKKS84, MP94].

High-Speed [KKM+94, KKM+93, ZL87].

Highlights [Ano97a].

Highly [IKM82].

HiJaak [Ano87a].

Hint [KKM+94, Pos91b, KKM+93].

Hinting [HZ93, Kar89, HB91, HH94, PM93, Sha03].

Hints [And90, Dea92a].

History
JACM [CCL88]. jaded [Emm95]. Japan [AOM95, DC93, Yuz89]. Japanese [Ano90e, Jap78, KM89, ST85a, ST85b, ZST84].
Jargon [Ano90f]. Java [Ano98, Ano97b].
JDBC [Ano98]. Jim [Sey94]. JIS [Jap78].
JIS-C-6226 [Jap78]. Johnson [TBLJ90].
Johnston [Dam16]. Joint [Ano94r]. Jos [Ano98].
Jose [Uni00, VP94b]. Jr [Car10].
juggler [ALS88]. July [AOM95].
jumping [Mid95]. Jun [Ano94q].
June [Ano94e, D`es86, CVP86]. Juno [Nel85].
Just [Gar10, CCL88, Emm95].
Kalb [Gre92]. Kanji [AYO91, Due93a, Dür93a, FN85a, FN85b, O89, Ros91, SSST83, TKE83].
Kanji-Printers [FN85a]. Kawasaki [DC93].
Keeps [Adl94]. Key [BM87]. Keys [Ano91f].
Kharosthi [MVM09b]. Khmer [Har94].
Ketten [Ano94t]. Letras [Ano92f].
Letter [Wal85, Ada86, Ken86, San92].
letter-specific [San92]. Letterform [Kop93].
Lettraset [Ano92f]. Letterforms [AOM95].
Legibility [BB89, MH99]. Lemmens [Ano98].
Less [Ano92f]. Let [Ano95d, Tre94].
LetrexStudio [Ano92f]. Letterforms [Sch98b, Man93].
Letters [Web15b, Kna95, Zla91].
level [War80, Wil06b, Ols95].
LEXX [Cow87]. libraries [Ano92f, Orr94, Tay85].
Library [PRB87, Ado87, Cen88, Gen87a, Gen87b, War84, Tex86, Xer82b, Pou95].
Licenses [Mey94, Ano94t]. life [Les15].
ligatures [Kok94]. Like [Gei15].
Likelihood [BS92]. limelight [Ano93k].
License [Pou95, Wil89, ZL87]. Linear [SV73, Par90].
Linearer [SV73]. lingual [Gho84].
Linguistics [All91]. Linux [Ano98].
Liquid [Ano86d]. Lisa [Wag85].
list [Cen88]. literate [GW91]. little [Tob89].
LN03 [Sau87]. Load [Ano86].
loader [War84]. Loading [FN85, FN85b, Ano93f]. loci [Glu69].
Logical [Flo94, Bro91]. logo [Km86a].
London [Ano94a]. look [BL94, Mac91a].
Looking [Cam91, Mac91b]. Looks [Ano94j].
Louisville [Rie9]. lover [Wre87, Wre88a, Wre88b]. lovers [RM87].
Low [BG73, Buy85, Col86, HH83, NN89, Ros91, Gun85, Joc90, Lin91, LS91, Par90, Bee83].
Low-Cost [BG73, Buy85, Col86, HH83, Joc90, Lin91, Bee83]. low-end [LS91].
low-resolution [Par90]. LSI [KM89, NKMO89]. Ltd [Ano98].}

Lucida [Lou91, BB89].

MA [USE87]. Mac [Ano91c, Ano91f, Kay96, The90]. Machine [AM86, Rei66, Wil89].
Machine-independent [Wil89].
Macintosh
[AM86, Ano85b, Ano86c, Ano96b, CKM86, CK86, CCH88, EEN90, KM87, LZ86, Ris88, Sta89, SSST83, TKE83, Ume82, UM85, Pos92b, Ano96c, Gho84, Lin95, LCO94, Sta87, TC92]. **Multi-Font** [Ano85b, Ano86c, CKM86, CK86, CCH88, KM87, LZ86, SSST83, TKE83, Ume82, UM85, Ano96c, EEN90, Lin95, LCO94, TC92].

**multi-lingual** [Ano85b, Ano86c, CKM86, CK86, CCH88, KM87, LZ86, SSST83, TKE83, Ume82, UM85, Ano96c, EEN90, Lin95, LCO94, TC92].

**Multi-phase** [Ris88].

**Multi-system** [Ris88].

**Multi-system** [Ris88].

**Multifont** [RH75, Krt94].

**Multilingual** [RAK83, Ao90, KNT + 01].

**Multiple** [Ano85d, Ano93y, Ano94d, Ber96a, Dea92c, Goo95, Har93, HP98, dGH89, Ano93l, Ano94c, Ben93b, Van93a, Van93b].

**Multiple-Alphabet** [HP98].

**Multiplying** [Dea92c].

**multipurpose** [KKL89].

**Muse** [Adl94].

**Museum** [Ano97a].

**music** [Dea85].

**muss** [Joc90].

**My** [Adl94, Ano91c, Ano92j, Gar10].

**Name** [GM83b, Lan40].

**names** [Lan40].

**National** [Ano97a].

**native** [Con89].

**NATUG** [Ara95].

**NATUG-7** [Ara95].

**Natural** [Bri16b, Bri16a].

**needs** [Cus11].

**Netherlands** [IEE92].

**Network** [Ano98, FN85a, FN85b, Yi92, Ano96c, CDV95, eYL88, L090].

**Networked** [Won85b, Won85a].

**Neural** [CDV95, eYL88, Yi92, Ano96c, AIDG95, L090, NC89].

**neuron** [Ano96c].

**Neves** [Gre92].

**NEWFONT** [McC87].

**newly** [Ano96c].

**news** [Wuj89].

**Newspaper** [IKM82].

**next** [Ano92h].

**NFSS** [Raf93].

**Nightmare** [Sch92b].

**Ninth** [IEE88].

**No** [Joc90, Ano93b].

**no-font-hassle** [Ano93b].

**no-fuss** [Joc90].

**No-muss** [Joc90].

**Noise** [BB89].

**Non** [DMK69, HDK68, Pie91, WT92, Wil04, WT06a, Wil06b, WT06b].

**Non-Alphabetic** [DMK69].

**non-designer** [WT06a, Wil06b, WT06b].

**non-designers** [Wil04].

**Non-impact** [Pie91].

**Non-Rotated** [WT92].

**Non-Standard** [HDK68].

**Nonfiction** [PRB87].

**Nonimpact** [Tre94].

**Normes** [Dar89].

**notation** [MVM09b].

**Note** [Pos89d, Pos89c, Pos91a, Pos91c, Pos91b, Ado92, Bec91b].

**Notebook** [Gla04].

**Noted** [Ano94d, Ano95a].

**Notes** [BH91, TS85].

**Nov** [Ano93a].

**November** [DC93, IEE88].

**novice** [Wil04].

**number** [HYH89, HYH91].

**numeral** [MVM09b].

**numerals** [MVM09b, MVM09a].

**Nutritional** [Gib90].

**Nwanua** [Ano98].

**NX** [Sta87, Sta89].

**NY** [Ano94r].

**Object** [Sch98b, Sta93b, Van93a, Van93b].

**Object-orientation** [Sta93b].

**Object-Oriented** [Sch98b].

**objects** [Bro91].

**Observer** [VK93].

**Obtention** [Mac91a].

**occidental** [WH76].

**OCLC** [Tob84].

**OCR** [ACG94, But94, CJ83, CDV95, Van93a, PC89, RH75, SV73, Van93b].

**OCR-A** [SV73].

**Oct** [MA91].

**October** [AH89, Anoxx, Ara95, IEE86, IEE93, Pie91, Knu89].

**offer** [Emm95].

**offers** [Ano92f, Orr94].

**Office** [Cat83].

**old** [AJ92].

**Omni** [KB86, Wol86, Wol87].

**Omni-Font** [KB86, Wol86, Wol87].

**on-line** [Pou95].

**one** [Ano91e, Har96].

**Only** [EM84].

**open** [Woo87].

**operations** [Ano91a].

**Operator** [AMS83, Pos91b].

**Oppositions** [Ano94u].

**Optical** [Tri69, ZI93, ZI95, AV94, AIDG95, ELS94].

**Optimal** [FK82, FK85, Bow68].

**optimization** [Kok94].

**optimizations** [Pos91a].

**Optimizing** [PZL94].

**option** [RNR94].

**Options** [Ano90b, Ano91d, Pat94].

**organizing** [MRT89, WW93].

**Oriental** [ICC88, TL92a, LK95].

**orientation** [MRT89, Sta93b].

**Original** [Eng87].

**Ornamental** [Ost98].

**ornate** [Ano94i].

**Orthographies** [DMK69].

**other** [Lan40].

**Our** [Wil93, Cus11].

**Out-of-Focused** [Yi92].

**Outline** [And90, CM94, CP91a, Dea92a, HZ93, KKM+93].
Outline-Based [Sch00]. outlined [SZ95].

outline [Hob93, HP93, SR92]. Output [Ano98, Bro85, DS88, RAK83]. Outrageous [EA87]. overly [Mid95]. Overview [HM78, Kon91]. own [WT06b].

Outline-Based [Sch00]. outlined [SZ95].

Outline-Based [Sch00]. outlined [SZ95].

Outline-Based [Sch00]. outlined [SZ95].

Outline-Based [Sch00]. outlined [SZ95].
Pretty [Gai85]. previewing [Ano91f].
prices [Mac35]. primer [Dea92a, Ste14, Ste18, Wil94]. priming [Ten90]. Principles [Big85, Gil90, Wil04].
Print [CFW82, Ano92b, NNMS94]. Printed [AM86, CCH88, KB87a, KB87b, LZ86, Ume82, UM85, WT92, Ano96b, Ben93a, Lin95].
Printer [BS84, BG73, BM87, Cat83, DiV84, Mac91b, Par88, Sou05, Ano95d, Bus92a, Bus92b, Cra90, Hew88, Joc90, May86, McC87, Pet86, Sta87].
Printers [BHW83, FN85a, FN85b, HH83, Tre94, Ano90a, DW90, Egl90, Hew85, Hug88, Mac91a, ZL87]. Printing [Adl91, Ano86b, Ano86a, Ano95d, BS84, BK88, FLS78, Fow73, MN77, Pie91, Xer79, Xer80, Bili87, Dea85, Hug88, LS91, NW83, Ste14, Ste18, Xer82a, Xer82b, Les95].
printing-types [Dea85]. Prints [Per88]. Printwheel [May85]. priori [ZI95]. pro [Way92b, Way92c, Ano93i, Van92b]. problem [Bus92a, Bus92b, Mid95, ZZ96].
Problems [AS89, Ste87, Lan40, MRT89, Ueh90, Mal95].
Proceedings [AH89, AGS93b, USE87, AOM95, DC93, IEE93, SK93, AG85a, Dés86, Fur90, CV86, IEE86, Luc85, BDV95]. processes [IEE93]. Processing [Cam92, Hud00, ICC88, IBC87, KKM+94, AJ92, BDV95, DC93, GV92, HHG97, KKM+93, MCP91, San92, TL92a, Woo89].
Processor [CJ83, KKM+94, Ike95, KKM+93].
Product [Gre96, Pap89b]. production [Ben93a, DFP93, Emm95, GSKM92]. productivity [Ano93d, Ano94b]. Products [Ano98, IEE93]. Professional [Won85b, VCA88, VCG+89, VCGA90, Wil06b, Won85a]. professional-level [Wil06b]. profiles [ZI93]. Program

[Ano86i, Ano92b, Ano93u, Ano94v, Ber96b, Knu86c, McC87, Ols95, Ros89].
Programmable [Cov87]. Programmed [Ano86b]. Programming [Her69, Kay85, MP92].
Projects [DS92, Ano91f, GW91, MP92]. Programs [DH83, Pos91b, Ano94s, KNT+01].
Progress [FT96]. Project [FG85, Phe93, Sou98]. projection [ZI93].
Prolog [Due93b, Due94, Dur93b]. promise [Ros89]. proofs [Ano84a]. propagation [HYH89]._propagation [HYH91]. property [Mcc07]. Prosthesis [GL84, GL83].
Providing [Ano85b]. Provisional [GM83b].
Public [Rah93, Wre87, Wre88a, Wre88b].
Print [Pseudo] [Ano98c]. pseudo-dynamic [Coh93].
Process [Ano93d, Ano94b]. Processing [Her89].
Processors [AGS93a, AGS93b, Cro78b, Cro78a, AH89, MA91].
Rasterization [And90, Her89, Dea92a]. Rastering [HP93, KMM90, NKM89]. ratio [Sav90].
Read Only [EM84]. Read-Only [EM84]. Readability [RY96, SDB91, SB93, UBR90]. Reader [UM85].
real [Dub90, Orr94]. real-time [Orr94].
reality [Ano91h]. ReadSetGo [Ano94t].
Quietwriter [Ano86b]. quill [Th090].
Quadratic [SV73]. quadratischer [SV73]. qualité [Mac91a].
Quality [AYO91, AS89, Buy85, DiV84, Mac91b, ST85a, ST85b, MR97, UKKS84, Ada91, Ano96a, Lin91, MP94, Mac91a].
quantizer [Ano96c]. Quattro [Van92b].
quantizer [Ano98]. questions [Ano91c].
Quickdraw [Ano94d]. Quietwriter [Ano86b]. quill [Th090].
R6 [Mey94]. RAMTEK [Chi84]. Random
DM95].
Raster [AGS93a, AGS93b, Cro78b, Cro78a, AH89, MA91].
Rasterization [And90, Her89, Dea92a]. Rasterizing [HP93, KMM90, NKM89]. ratio [Sav90].
Read-Only [EM84]. Readability [RY96, SDB91, SB93, UBR90]. Reader [UM85].
real [Dub90, Orr94]. real-time [Orr94].
reality [Ano91h]. ReadSetGo [Ano94t].
Recognition
[AM86, Ano86e, CKM86, CK86, CW85, CCH88, CBE74, HD88a, IEE88, CVP86, IEE86, IEE92, KP87a, KB86, KB87b, KH96, LZ86, Rei86, Ste87, Tri69, Ume82, Wol86, Wol87, All94, Ano96b, Ano96c, AIDG95, Bow68, EEN90, ELS94, HD88b, Woo87, Ken86, KD94, Krt94, cYL88, LO90, Lin95, LCO94, VP94b, WW93, ZH93, VP94a].

Recognizers [LB86].

Rectangular [NF87].

Reducing [Dea85].

Redux [Ano95a, Hoe94].

Reference [The93, LNN95, LNN00, Mac90].

Regard [Mac91a].

Regularisation [Sta93a].

Relational [Lin95].

Relationships [Ano95b].

Release [Ano91a, Kna95, Kna95].

Released [Ano92e, Van93a, Van93b].

Remembered [Web15a].

Renaming [Hol15].

Rendering [Cor00, CP91a, KKM+94, Mey94, KKM+93].

Repeat [Ano97b].

Repertoire [WH76].

Repetition [Ten90].

Reply [Gre92].

Report [GW91].

Reports [Her70].

Representation [Gos86, Kar92, LB90, Tra89, WT92, Hus95, Kla93, Lin95].

Representations [SR96].

Reprint [MS90a].

Requirements [Ste87].

Research [Ano98, Kar98, Ara95, Phe93].

Resistive [Ano86a].

Resolution [BHW83, Koh89, NN89, Par90].

Resources [GC88].

 Restoration [Y92].

Retaining [But94].

Retrospective [Kar98, Cra89].

Rev. [Fox16].

Reverse [Kad11].

Review [Flo94, Ano89e].

Reviewed [Sha94].

Reviews [Ano93s, Ano93q, Ano93r, Ano94w, Pap89b, Par93c].

revised [Bee85b].

revival [Ano95a].

Ribbon [Ano86a].

Rich [TL92b].

RIDT [MA91].

Right [Ano93c, Fen94].

RISC [Ano90a, KKM+93, KKM+94].

RISC-based [Ano90a].

RIT [Pan16].

Robert [Fox16].

Rochester [Ano94r, Car10].

Rockies [Sou98].

rods [Ano90a].

ROM [Ano93e, BMU94, BMU95, Hav93].

Roman [Ano86g, MVM09b, Sol83, Tob84].

Romanization [MVM09a].

Rome [IEE88].

rood [TS94].

Room [Cat83, Ano91c].

Rotated [WT92].

Rough [Ano91h, Egl91].

rounded [Ano94v].

Row [Ano85c].

Rules [RRW93, Mac78].

run [Dés84].

Russian [ZZ96].

Russians [Ano94v].

Safe [Ast72].

same [Kan84].

sample [War80].

Sampler [Hyp90].

San [BDV95, Uni00, VP94b].

Sans [Dam16, Mid95].

Santa [Ano94d].

Save [Mid95].

Saveas [Mid95].

Scalable [Con98, Ike95, Lee94, IWM94].

Scale [AYO91, Cro78a].

scaler [Sta93b].

Scaling [Ano90c, CFW82, HWY92, Kar89, Par90, Wad84, Won85b, AV94, NSA90, Won85a].

Scan [Ano88e].

scanned [CWB93].

scanner [Ano94t].

Scans [Ano88e].

Scenes [SFO88].

scheme [Dea85, MS89].

schemes [Ste14, Ste18].

Schrift [Bar80, Fau78, Fau80, Fau85, Fau86a, Fau86b, Fau90].

Schriftart [SV73].

Schriften [Kar92, KW93].

Schriftzeichen [Fau78, Fau80, Fau85, Fau86a, Fau86b, Fau90, Fau94a, Fau94b].

Science [Rie89, Dea85].

Scientific [Dés86, GV92, Her72, Luc85].

scientifica [Bec91b].

Scott [Ano97b].

Scottsdale [Ano93a].

SCREADER [Ano98].

Screen [RBY16, Sch92a, Pos89a, Ano93b, Cyr88].

Scribe [Fox16].

Script [Har98, Kim90, Kok94].

Scripts [Fau85, Fau86a, Fau86b, Fau90, KW93, LC98, Moh98, RAK83, Fan78, Fan80].

Seattle [Mor93].

Second [Dés86, MA91].

Secrets [BG99, Jon94].

section [SR02].

see [Ano92b].

Segment [Ast72].

Segmentation [KD94, WT92, Ano96c, WW93].

Segmentation-free [KD94].

Select [Swz93].

Selection [Ano86i, Dun92, MS89, NW83].

selection—

[MS90b, MS90a].

Selections [RRW93].

Self
Self-correcting [BN94, MRT89, WW93]. self-organizing [MRT89, WW93]. Sense [Ano90f], sensitive [Mid95]. Seoul [SK93]. Sep [SK93]. Separating [HZ93].


Seventeenth [Rie89, Uni00]. Seventh [Pie91]. Seybold [Ano93k]. Seymour [Sey94]. Shape [HH01, Par93a]. Shaped [HH94, PMZS97]. shapes [HH94, PMZS97]. shaping [MNS99]. share [Ano93k]. Sheep [SG02, SG03]. ship [Ano92h]. Shoot [Ano91g]. Shoot-out [Ano91g]. Shopping [Ano91b]. Shoulder [Wil93]. show [Ano93k, Ano94d]. showings [Cen88].

shows [Ros89]. SIGGRAPH [Ano98e]. Signal [DC93]. Silenced [Ano92f]. Silicon [CP91a]. Simple [Koh89, Ano91a, Dea85]. Simplification [Har98]. simplifies [Ber96b]. Simulating [LC98]. Simulation [MS84, DM95]. Singapore [Ano94c, Ano94g]. single [Bow68]. Singular [Ano97a]. sistema [Bec91a], site [WT06b].


Slavic [Ano97c]. slide [Ano94t]. slugs [Mac78]. Smart [Ano91b, He95].

SmartSuite [Ano95e, Lot93]. smoothness [Kok94]. Society [CVP86]. Soft [WW82].

Soft-Edged [WW82]. SoftUnion [Ano94u].

Software [Ano88e, Ano95f, Ano98, CW88, Dea93a, GL84, Lat95, NNMS94, SD86, Ano90g, Ano93d, Bus92a, Bus92b, GL83, McC87, Win90]. Solid [Ano98]. Solutions [Ano98, Jon94]. solver [Bus92a, Bus92b]. Some [Tam89, BS96, Van88]. something [Emm95]. son [Lou91]. Sonata [Pos89c].

Sophia [Ano87d]. Sophia-Antipolis [Ano87d]. sorts [Mac78]. Source [Wil91].

SP [TA82]. SPEC [Whi87]. Special [AG93a, AG93b, Dea93a, Mac90, Xer80]. specific [Phe93, Phe94, San92, SO94].

Specification [WB95, Pos89a, Pos89b, Pos89c, Pos90, Pos92a]. specimen [Car10].

Specimens [MC93]. Spectra [DM98].


spine [LH91]. Splines [KM83, LS84, Ram87, Kla93]. spotting [CW93]. Spreadsheet [Ano85c].

Spreadsheets [Ano85b]. SprintScan [Ano94t]. Square [ZST84]. Square-Styled [ZST84]. squares [Kop93]. stability [Kna96].

Stack [Ano88f]. Standard [Flo94, Fow73, HDK68, Jae91, SP87, Tri69, Ano91e, MS90b, MS90a, SBSG89, Van88, Xer82b].


Stealing [SG02, SG03]. stemsnap [Pos91b].

Step [Har96]. stile [Bee91b]. Stofte [Ano93t]. Stop [SG02, SG03]. Storage [Won85b, Won85a]. Store [EM84]. Stories [Zap07a]. Storyboard [Kur93]. Strasbourg [Dés86].

Strategies [Bro94]. strategy [Ano91e]. Street [Sch92b]. Stroke [AYO91, CCH88, HZ93, Sch00, Ano96a, Lam80, LK95, MPZ95, Sch98a, TC92].

Stroke-Based [Sch00, Sch98a]. Stroked [Wil91]. Strokes [TKE83]. structural [CDV95]. Structure [NN89, PM93, cYL88].

Structured [Ano96c, Big85, Cow87, Due93b, Due94, Dur93b, LK95]. Structures [AKWC82, Tra89]. students [Pan16].
Studies [Moh98]. Study [PRB87]. Style [SLA09, WH66, LIN91, RNR94, TUT92].

Style-option [RNR94]. Styled [ZST84]. Styles [AMS83, SB93]. Subclasses [RN83].

Subiaco [ANO95A]. subjective [SEB91]. Substituting [PB03]. Substitution [MCC87].

Super [MCC84]. SuperATM [ANO93V]. SuperGlue [SOL87B, SOL88]. superhighway [ANO95A].

summary [JEF93B]. Superhighway [ANO95A]. Supplemen[t [BAR80]. Suppliers [ANO95F].


switching [POS91A]. Switzerland [AH89].


Syntactic [WOL86, WOL87]. Synthesis [TKE83]. System [BL94, CAR84, CJ83, CY92, CM94, CC83, CHU84, DEA92C, DMK90, HER70, HER72, IBC87, KMS90, MAY85, MB93, MN77, MS84, NEL85, RH75, SZC94, UKKS84, WOL86, WOL87, DGH89, ADH90, AO90, ANO95B, ANO96A, ANO96B, BAO88, BOW68, GW91, HFW+96, HH94, INT82, INT83, WOO87, KC75, KKL89, PMZ97, PAR93B, RIS88, SCH98A, XER82A, XER82B, ANO91C, POU89, WCW82, XER79, XER80, ZI95].

Systems [ANO87D, ANO98, COL86, COR00, GM83A, MAR87, MCL92, SFO88, STE87, ANO91F, HM78, CS87].

table [BEE82, HAR92]. tables [WH76]. Tale [KUR93]. talks [ANO97B]. teacher [ANO93D, ANO94B, PAN16].

Technical [POS89D, POS89C, POS91A, POS91C, POS91B, ADH92, SR02, ZAP07A, IEE93]. technique [PAR93A]. Techniques [CKM86, CK86, CY92, LCO94, WIL66, WH76].

technischer [ZAP07B]. Technologies [Pie91, dGH89].


Telecommunications [ANO98].


TeX [DES83, KMN97]. Texas [MCC87, PET86].

tExnicolor [ANO90E].

Technologies [Pie91, dGH89].


Telecommunications [ANO98].


TeX [DES83, KMN97]. Texas [MCC87, PET86].

tExnicolor [ANO90E].

Technologies [Pie91, dGH89].


Telecommunications [ANO98].


TeX [DES83, KMN97]. Texas [MCC87, PET86].

tExnicolor [ANO90E].

Technologies [Pie91, dGH89].


Telecommunications [ANO98].


TeX [DES83, KMN97]. Texas [MCC87, PET86].

tExnicolor [ANO90E].

Technologies [Pie91, dGH89].


Telecommunications [ANO98].


TeX [DES83, KMN97]. Texas [MCC87, PET86].

tExnicolor [ANO90E].

Technologies [Pie91, dGH89].


Telecommunications [ANO98].


TeX [DES83, KMN97]. Texas [MCC87, PET86].

tExnicolor [ANO90E].

Technologies [Pie91, dGH89].


Telecommunications [ANO98].


TeX [DES83, KMN97]. Texas [MCC87, PET86].

tExnicolor [ANO90E].

Technologies [Pie91, dGH89].


Telecommunications [ANO98].
true [Ano91f, Ano97b]. TrueType
[Ano92b, Ano92i, Ano93m, Ano93n, BG99, 
Bit91, Fel91, Gla90, KMU94, LL94, Mic92b, 
Mic92a, Rei93a, Sla09, Sta98]. Tube
[Dam16]. TUG [Doh81]. Tuned
[HBGB95, MHC98, Hob93]. tuning [Bil87].
Turbocharged [Ano90a, Cra90]. Turk
[MVM09b]. turns [Ano90a]. Tutorial
[Tur03]. TV [Cha83]. twentieth [Sou05].
Two [Her79, Kar98, Bar95]. Type
[Ano92m, Ano95a, BH02, Ber02, CGP95, 
Cen88, Con98, CBE74, DM89, Emm95, 
Goo95, Gra83, Gre95, GMP90, GMP92a, 
Kay96, Les95, Mal95, MG95, Moh98, RBY16, 
SG02, Ste14, Ste18, TCLM82, Pre57, Tri69, 
Wae92, Wag85, Whi87, Ado87, Ado90a, 
Ado90b, Pos91b, Pos92b, Ado92, Ado93, 
Bus92a, Bus92b, Car10, Cus11, Fon92, Gar10, 
Gen87a, Gen87b, Gho84, GMP92b, K+02, 
KGR03, KGR07, Lan94, LNN95, LNN99, 
Par93b, Sas91, Sou05, Whi27, Whi47, Whi91, 
Wil06b, WH76, Ano91e, Gla90, Moy95].
Type-1 [MG95]. Type1 [Mal94].
TypeAlign [Ado90c]. Typecase
[Ano93w, Ano93x]. Typecasting [Ano94d].
Typeface [Ano88f, Bri16b, Car84, Sch98b, 
Ano93l, Bri16a, CSS93, Dam16, Fon92, 
Sch98a, Sou98, Whi95, BL94].
Typeface-Matching [BL94]. Typefaces
[Ano93y, Ber96a, Ear02, Gab93, MC93, 
BS96, Kar94a, Knu86b, Sha03].
Typemaking [Sou98]. types
[Dea85, Kel11, Ste14, Ste18, Way92c].
typeset [FT96, Pow90]. Typing
[AKWC82, Col86, GSNM93, HHH3, Har94, 
How86, Knu79, Pow90, Str93a, Con89, 
Gho84, KCC75, Knu89, Tut92, WH76, Won93].
Typewriter [May85, Har92]. typewriting
[Kan84]. typewritten [Kan84]. Typing
[Ano93y]. Typografie [Poh15, SG03].
Typographic [Dea92c, Her70, HHH98, 
Kar98, MC93, SR96, GC88, HH94, Wil04].
typographics [Man93]. Typographie
[Rud88, And89b]. Typography
[AH89, AGS93a, AGS93b, BH02, Fur90, 
Gre95, Her69, Her72, Her81, Her95, LS84, 
McC91, MA91, And89b, Bau88, DD15, 
Emm95, Dés84]. typophiles [Lan94]. Tzu
[Jon95].

ultimate [Poh15]. underlying
[Van93a, Van93b]. Unicode [Che94, Uni00, 
Ber02, BH93, MVM09a, MVM09b]. unified
[Kay96]. units [HYH89, HYH91]. universal
[HH94]. UNIX
[BBG85, IBC87, Ano91f, Ano97b]. update
[Ano92f, Bee81, Whi81]. Updated [Sau87].
Updates [Ado92]. upgrade
[Van93a, Van93b]. Upon [AMS83, Kent86].
Uppercase [Bee81]. URW [Kar98]. US$50
[Gab93]. USA [USE87, USE89, Pie91]. Use
[DB93, HP98, IBC87, Bus92a, Bus92b, 
Cro78b, Cro78a, Par93a, RNR94, Jac82].
useful [Van88]. User [Ado91a, Ado91b, 
MS90b, MS90a, Mic92b, Tex86, Xer97].
Users [Ara95, PRB87, Ano93b, Sta87, 
Sta89, Xer82a, Xer82b]. Uses [Cla90, II88].
Using [AYO91, ACG94, Bro91, CW85, 
CY92, Con98, DM92, Due93a, Eng87, Fow73, 
KB86, KM83, SV73, SR98, SD86, Wae92, 
WW93, Wri83, Ano96b, Ano96c, AIDC95, 
CWB93, Con98, CV95, DI93a, Gus85, 
How86, KH94, MP94, Par90, Pow90, Rah92, 
Rah93, SO94, Tut92, War80, Won93, WH95, 
Goo95, Lev88]. Utilities [MO92, Ano91f, 
Ano92a, Ano93k, Hol87, MG95]. Utility
[DH83, Ano94k, Wre87, Wre88a, Wre88b].

V2.10 [Ano98]. Variable
[Ano85d, Kla93, LB86, Rei66, AV94, Cyr88].
Variable-Size [LB86]. variable-sized
[AV94]. Variable-Width [Ano85d].
Variation [BU78]. variations [Van88].
varied [SB93]. varies [HYH89, HYH91].
Variety [Ate92, HFW+96]. various
[Knu86a]. Vector [BU78, WT92]. vectors
[Cro78b, Cro78a]. Velocity [LC98]. Vent
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